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Jaksland_space1_extension1_reality1
I wonder whether space extension and distance are fundamental aspects of reality or whether we are de-
ceived to think that these are aspects of reality but really near appearances emergent from some underlying 
degrees of freedom … 

Jaksland_change1_reality2_collision1_particle1_object1
Changes in the world are often accounted as changes of position, so if I say something has changed we usu-
ally think of this as a change of something’s position, we might say a happening, or something that happens 
in the world is a consequence of elements of reality colliding. And this even, when it comes to microscopic 
objects that we usually account in our atomistic world view, our mechanical world view, as the result of 
collisions between particles. So it´s the collision between particles, that are not is goal directed but near 
accidental, that explains everything that surrounds us. 

Jaksland_reality3_particle2_stories1
So usually we find that physicists are willing to present us with the image of the world based on the physical 
theories, they all tell us that the higgs particle exists, but once we go into the detail of these physical theories 
it’s rarely such that they tell us only one story about what the world is like.  Rather they tell a story about 
many possible ways the world might be. For that reason we need philosophy in order to assess and evaluate 
these different accounts between one another and in that way provide the fundamental furniture for the 
world, such that it can ground and support the world as described by our best physical theories.

Jaksland_reality4_question2
What does the physical theories tell us about the world? 

Jaksland_reality5 
Once we go into the detail of these physical theories it’s rarely such that they tell us only one story about 
what the world is like. 

Jaksland_question1_extension1_nothing1_reality6
One would be... One question I would ask regarding our path towards a theory of everything would be 
whether the fundamental objects of the world are pointlike or extended, so whether the most simple ele-
ments of our ontology are points or whether they are extended objects like strings... or membranes? 

Jaksland_extension2_object2_question3
... then what does it even mean to be an extended object? 

Jaksland_extension3_object3_reality6_particle2
Particles and strings are not really compatible, if we have strings as our fundamental object we say that the 
fundamental objects of the world are extended, which means that regardless of what we do with them... we 
take a string for instance, we try to push it together - it could be an elastic band for instance - we try to push 
it together, and it will always be an extended object, it will never be a point-like object. 

Jaksland_reality7_object4_extension4
So when we ask whether the fundamental objects of the world are point-like or extended we are not really 
saying “well, they might be both”. Or well ... They might actually be both, but we cannot transform one into 
the other - if something is not extended, if it is point like, then there is nothing to extend. And if something 
is extended it is impossible for it to be point-like. 

Jaksland_object5_space1_reality8_extension5_question4_meaning1
We wonder whether the simple objects of the world are extended or point-like. This is really a fundamental 
question, and not something that introduces a taxonomy of objects that emerge as we probe further and 
further... We can then ask about the dimensionality of the extended objects. The point-like objects are nec-
essarily zero-dimensional, but the extended objects might be strings, so one-dimensional objects, so there 



might be various sorts of “branes”, or membranes that could be two, three, four, five hundred-dimensional 
if you wanted to. And this has to do with the number of dimensions in which they extend. A plane would 
extend in two dimensions, a square or a ball would extend in three dimensions and so on. And strings 
extend only in one dimension. 

Jaksland_gravity1_force1_space2_movement1_time1_reality9_particle3
With the introduction of general relativity it was not clear any longer that gravity was actually a force... So, 
we think of forces as something that alters motion - so it is something external to an object that pulls it 
in some direction. But, with the introduction of general relativity what we were told was that space itself 
curves, which means that when any particle fall, in general relativity, they are really just following a straight 
path. Now, the straight path just happens to look to be one that is.. We would usually account as one as 
one.. as curved trajectory that was or, that was caused by forces in the Newtonian world-view. But we could 
say already in general relativity gravity is not there any longer, there is only space-time and the curvature 
of space-time. 

Jaksland_movement2_change2_quantum1_object6_complex1_space3_reality10
Not motion at all, but changes in the quantum-mechanical properties of this object. That then looks to us 
like motion in space, but which actually is just related to quantum-complexities argued in the ER=EPR 
conjecture. 

Jaksland_being1_quantum2_reality11_meaning2
You could say, in physical theories there are no human beings. And if... you ask me how do I account for... 
give a description of human beings in terms of quantum mechanics, I would have no answer for you. Be-
cause it is regarded as next to impossible.

Jaksland_body1_quantum3_being2_reality12_object7 
I can account for elements of the physical body as... in terms of quantum-chemistry for instance, certain 
processes that are governed by quantum mechanics in chemistry - but giving a full account of the human 
body or humans, or even giving a full account of a sofa or even a tiny ball -  is next to impossible in quantum 
mechanics, at least in all its detail... 

Jaksland_calculation1_complex2_being3_reality12_quantum4
There are good reasons why we still use Newtonian physics when we calculate what velocity we have to 
send out rockets, when we want to send them to the international space station, or send them into space. It 
is because these new theories are so overly complex that they don’t really offer an account of human beings 
or much else than the very tiniest elements of the world. In that sense you could say there are no human 
beings in quantum mechanics, or in general relativity. So, what sort of account do they give of human be-
ings? They give none. 

Jaksland_being4_meaning3
What do we want from an account of human beings, like... what is it we want to explain? 

Jaksland_being5_reality13_question5
Well... I exist, it seems perfectly natural to say so... There is nothing in our fundamental physical theories 
that tell us that I do not exist, I am just told I am comprised of other objects. Are physical theories - as the-
ories of the fundamental objects - ever going to give an account of human beings? I don´t think so. 

Jaksland_evolution1_being6_wave1_particle4_energy1
Evolution is an artifact of, you could say, the way human beings are designed. So, we have DNA which is 
prone to mutations. You could say the mutations is actually partly due to the cosmic radiation, so it does 
partially relate to the cosmos. 



order to account for everything we see around us, and to account for everything we are taught by science. 
This, of course, is a rather radical position. And there has been people advocating that we need both dis-
tance and entanglement. Now I have recently tried to argue that we can do only with entanglement, which 
is perhaps even more radical than what Esfeld proposed. 

Jaksland_entanglement2_connection4_movement2_communication1_particle5
So, particles get entangled often by being emitted from the same source. So, we could think of two particles 
being emitted as part of the same process, such that one particle is sent in one direction, and the other par-
ticle is sent in the other direction. And once they fly in different directions, we could just wait. And once 
they are very very far apart we could both measure a property of these particles at the same time, and then 
we could find that they have correlated properties, but they are too far apart to communicate and therefore 
they must somehow communicate non-locally.

Jaksland_entanglement3_particle6_nothing1
Particles get entangled usually by being emitted from the same source as part of the same process, if you 
want to say that. 

Jaksland_entanglement4_connection5_reality21_being6_nothing2
All particles get entangled, all the time, everywhere. And there are good reasons to believe that every single 
particle in the entire universe is entangled with other particles, and perhaps even with every other particle 
just a very, very tiny bit. 

Jaksland_entanglement5_connection4_distance3_particle7_communication2
The interesting aspect about entanglement is that apparently distance plays no role. So we can have parti-
cles that are arbitrarily far apart and they will still be entangled, and we can still observe this instantaneous 
correlation between them regardless of their distance. 

Jaksland_entanglement6_connection5_particle8_communication3
Of course, particles closer to one another are generally more entangled. So, if we just think of what is the 
general random entanglement between particles in a room then they will generally be more entangled with 
one another than they are with particles in the new star, the sun, or wherever. 

Jaksland_entanglement7_connection6_body2_being7
Since we are sitting in the same room, it is rather likely that there is some entanglement between the parti-
cles that comprise our respective bodies. 

Jaksland_communication4_object10_connection7_culture3
So, what would communication with objects consist in?

Jaksland_communication5_object11_culture4_connection8
I am not sure it is even sensible to talk about communication with chairs, but I am open to being… to ref-
utation. 

Jaksland_communication6_object12_information1_connection9
In one sense you could sense I am communicating with the chair when I sit in it, or when I look at it, be-
cause I am somehow sharing information. So if sharing information is communication then I am commu-
nicating with it. 

Jaksland_communication7_language1_information2_consciousness1_soul1_being8_transfer1
If we have a soul - how does it communicate, or exchange information, with the rest of the physical world, 
and if it is just physical, then why is it special in any way? So this is just the usual problem of Cartesian 
dualism, but I think it is relevant whenever we want to say that human beings are something special. We 



Jaksland_force2_gravity2_power1_evolution2
The universe expands for reasons to do with the very generic features, content of our universe and whether 
the gravitational force is stronger... or if gravity is strong enough such as that it contracts and continues to 
expand. 

Jaksland_evolution3_reality14_quantum5_question6_meaning3
In terms of evolution on the earth… It think, you could say, it is… the mechanism behind it is completely 
random. Now, usually we would say that there is no genuine randomness in the world, so everything is de-
terministic according to our best physical theories, what quantum mechanics tells us… It is an undecided 
question. 

Jaksland_being7_evolution4_reality15
For that reason you could say that it is purely coincidental what sort of beings we ended up being and what 
other beings ended up being here. But of course we are precisely what we are for good reasons, because of 
certain features being adaptively favourable. 

Jaksland_evolution5_wave2_particle5_energy2_reality16
The sort of determinism that, you could say -  could account for evolution is one that has to include ac-
counts of the origin of all the cosmic radiation, for instance. So, for all practical purposes, looking from 
earth, evolution originates in a genuinely random process. 

Jaksland_evolution6_technology1_culture1
So it´s really off the top of my head, but I always thought that technology somehow was a way to cheat evo-
lution so you could, with technology… avoid that it was the best adaptor that survived, that it was the fittest 
that survived because now you could prolong life, you could cure diseases, you could give people glasses 
- which I guess is the most obvious example that, if we did not have glasses then more people with poor 
eyesight would die and then probably we would have less bad eyesight? I don´t know, I´m not a biologist. 

Jaksland_technology2_culture2_evolution7
But I guess the point is that is seems as if technology is not… it´s certainly something artificial introduced 
to evolution - and we could of course say now let´s just incorporate this into our notion of evolution and in 
our notion of what is natural because also technology is made of items or stuff that is perfectly natural - it 
is just… They are designed and for that reason we could say “incorporate technology into this picture” and 
then we just regard technological advances as part of evolution, but I´m not sure it works out very well with 
at least the Darwinian notion of evolution. 

Jaksland_reality17_meaning4
I´m just finding physical theories and trying to explore what sorts of logical conclusions that might be tak-
en to and whether they together might support a speculative image of the ontology of the world that may 
be completely ridiculous and that may turn out to be false. 

Jaksland_reality18_connection1_object8_question7
Given our best physical theories  what would be the least number of objects or elements, and the least 
number of relations that we have to assume in order to support these theories? 

Jaksland_connection2_change3_distance1_reality19
So Esfeld claims that we can we can actually do with nothing else but matter-points, that we could think of 
as point-sized objects, and then, distance relations. So everything else should be accounted as the change of 
relative position between these matter points. And that is all there is to any change in the world, according 
to Esfelds minimalist ontology. 

Jaksland_reality20_connection3_entanglement1_object9_distance2
We actually only need one type of object in one relation, and that is everything we need in our ontology in 



either have to give a rather mechanistic account of the sort of abilities or functions that we have that enable 
us to transfer information between us, but in purely materialistic terms or we want to say something more 
about having a soul or having consciousness and then we face this problem of saying what is soul, what 
is consciousness, and how does it relate to the physical world - which I think all of us will agree is there. 
Which is what most of the things in the universe are made of. Physical stuff. 

Jaksland_communication8_information3_being9_soul2_consciousness2_intelligens1
If we have a soul - how does it communicate, or exchange information, with the rest of the physical world, 
and if it is just physical, then why is it special in any way?

Jaksland_time2_reality22_question8
Does it make sense to say that time doesn´t exist? 

Jaksland_time3_language3_change4_evolution8_question9
So many of the terms that we use in language are actually time-metaphors so that we say that something 
“becomes something” or whatever, and it just seems to be completely impossible that there is no change, 
because what would account for the evolution of anything if there is no time? 

Jaksland_time4_change5_reality23_stories2
It´s possible that time only exists because we constructed it but still we wanna say that the physical world 
is something that changes irrespectively of whether we are there or not. 

Jaksland_time5_change6_system1_stories3_entanglement5_meaning4
So take some thermodynamic system pouring milk into the coffee and the system going into a thermal 
equilibrium; the coffee is hot then the milk is colder and after some time we have one uniform temperature 
throughout the cup and the milk and the coffee is somehow mixed. But this whole story only makes sense if 
we have time. Like, this story only makes sense if we also have distance but perhaps we can tell a story about 
this in terms of entanglement. But it seems to be difficult to tell a story about time because any attempt at a 
description seems to presume that change is happening in a system and we need time for change. 

Jaksland_system2_change7_time6
In all these systems we find change, and somehow if we say there is change we have to say there is one 
configuration and then at another time there is another configuration. And this just seems to presume that 
there is such a thing as time. 

Jaksland_time7_space3
Time is perhaps more difficult to get rid of than space is. 

Jaksland_time8_distance3_reality24
Time is more like a parameter. It is not something we say…. We could say that two events are at distance 
from each other in time, but there seems to be an even more primitive notion of time as a parameter that 
is very difficult to get rid of. And, which is part of the unintuitive aspects of general relativity but that is a 
rather complicated story. 

Jaksland_time9_space4_quantum7_reality24_meaning5_gravity3
There are indications that there is no space and time in theories of quantum gravity. Which make these the-
ories very unintuitive and difficult to imagine and raises a lot of questions about their empirical coherence, 
not so much about their inadequacy, but even the very coherence of these theories.
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